Our Purpose & Who We Are:
At Sentec we aim to improve the lives of patients by advancing respiratory monitoring solutions to
provide clinicians the continuous insight they need to guide care and – most importantly – improve
patient outcomes.

Our Values:
Patient Focus
Collaboration
Integrity
Quality

Junior Digital Designer
The idiosyncratic marketing bunch at Sentec is looking for a new creative designer to join our band.
We have a lot of content, we have a lot of data, we have a lot of demand for both. We need some help
making it all look pretty.
Working directly with our current creative wunderkind (…we’re Swiss-owned) Laura Mae Barboza, our
new designer will help us with everything from digital advertisements to web layout (but no coding).
Basically, if a project needs to fit into the visual identity of Sentec within the digital space, this person will
be working on it. The marketing team does almost all of our work in-house: we expand our presence
through social media graphics, educate with the use of Newsletters and PowerPoint presentations,
communicate complex topics using data visualization. We cut video and trim audio. There are images to
crop. Ratios to…re-ratio.
All of that is to say: this position offers a fantastic opportunity to work on a fun team that does literally*
everything and never** says no to a great idea.
This is a hybrid WFH position, with three-days in-office at our Lincoln, RI headquarters (right off the
highway, conveniently located near really, really good ice cream, coffee, sushi and falafel).
To apply please send a resume and cover letter to our friend Liza at jobs.us@sentec.com.

*figuratively
**almost never, mostly

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:
•
•
•

Create beautiful content
Deploy beautiful content
Work hard, be kind, have fun

Qualifications/ Education:
•
•
•

Bachelor’s Degree in design, communications, or related field, or demonstrable skill in making
great-looking stuff
Experience with the Adobe design suite
Some WordPress, Drupal or equivalent CMS/Web-builder experience

Working and Life at The Sentec Office
As Sentec employees, we have access to paid parental leave, tuition reimbursement,
competitive benefits packages, summer hours, hybrid home/office schedules, engagement
outings, free snacks, and our birthdays off.
Sentec offers a place to thrive, have fun and make an impact as a small company with huge
potential and an expanding track-record of consistent growth. We know our decisions matter
to the future of the company, our voices are heard by leadership, and our hard work pays off.
Most of all, we feel valued and understood as the messy humans we often are who need
breaks and snacks and gifs and good boundaries.
The Sentec office is staffed by an eclectic group of people dedicated to help deliver products
to healthcare providers that make a difference and improve patient care. We love that we can
log off each day knowing we’ve made a difference.

